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Regents
postpone
raises
By EMILY ULBER
news@chherald.com

fending off the

FLU

BY THE NUMBERS

Swine ﬂu vaccines dwindle in ﬁrst day

16,870,000

By SPENCER JENKINS
news@chherald.com

Some members of the Western community got in line early Monday morning to be
among the first people at Health Services to
get the swine flu vaccine.
Health Services received
400 doses of the vaccine last
week after requesting 2,000
doses earlier this semester
and asking for an additional
500 doses last week, said For a
Terri Cunningham, Health swine ﬂu
Services marketing coordi- timeline,
nator.
visit us
By 4 p.m. Monday,
ONLINE
Health Services was out of
the injection form of the
vaccine and had 20 doses left of nasal spray
form, said Stacie Sutter, Health Services
business manager.
She said workers gave the vaccines to

about 67 people per hour starting at 8 a.m.
Monday.
About 100 people showed up for the vaccine within the first 30 minutes of Health
Services opening.
Cunningham said people who weren’t
members of the Western community were
turned away Monday because the vaccines
were meant for patients associated with the
school.
“Of course we are going to focus on
campus community,” she said.
Health Services officials expected between 500 and 600 people to show up to get
vaccinated, Sutter said.
They had 100 doses of the swine flu injection specifically for high risk patients,
including pregnant women and healthcare
and emergency workers with chronic medical conditions, according to the Health Services Web site.
SEE FLU, PAGE 5A

Doses of H1N1 vaccine
shipped nationally
as of Oct. 28

178,900
Doses of H1N1 vaccine
shipped to Kentucky
as of Oct. 30

7,490
Doses of H1N1 vaccine
dispersed in the
Barren River health
district as of Nov. 2

400
Doses of H1N1 vaccine
shipped to Western's
Health Services
Sources: CDC.gov, Barren River
Health Department, Western's
Health Services

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JAN DIEHM/HERALD

Formal discussions of raises for
two of Western’s administrators
have been pushed back.
The Board of Regents voted on
Friday to postpone proposed raises
for Athletics Director Wood Selig
and Dean Kahler, associate vice
president of Enrollment Management.
The raises — about $34,000 for
Selig and about $19,000 for Kahler — will be discussed again at the
next board meeting
on Jan. 26 and 27
in Frankfort.
A little before
9 a.m. on Friday,
a small group of
protestors gathered in the lobby SELIG
of Mass Media
and Technology
Hall, carrying neon-colored signs
and chanting to
voice their concerns about the
proposed raises.
Among them
was Fabian Alvarez, an English KAHLER
instructor who presented a petition with about 260 faculty and staff signatures to Faculty
Regent Patricia Minter to give to the
board.
Alvarez said in an e-mail that he
isn’t sure what will change between
now and January.
“My hope is that things will
change, and on the surface, there
appears to be some movement,” he
said. “Whether or not that is lip service is yet to be seen.”
Selig declined to comment on
the board’s decision, and Kahler
couldn’t be reached for comment by
press time.
Alvarez said in the e-mail that,
while the protests went well, they
weren’t what ultimately made the
difference.
“It was the culmination ... overall though, it seems to me that faith
has been restored on several levels
regarding the relationship among
faculty, staff, students and administration,” he said in the e-mail.
Regents were originally going
to vote on a revamped contract for
Selig near the end of the meeting,
which included a longer list of incentives for good performances by
Western’s athletic teams and an increased base pay of $175,000.
SEE RAISES, PAGE 3A

WKU searching for diversity
By SHAKIA HARRIS
news@chherald.com

New degree programs will be at
risk if Western fails to meet diversity
guidelines.
Richard Miller, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs, said
Western won’t get to add new degree
programs if the school doesn’t meet
at least five of the eight objectives set
by the Kentucky Plan for Equal Opportunities.
The Kentucky Plan for Equal
Opportunities is a statewide agreement between the state’s Council on
Post-Secondary Education and public
secondary education institutions, he
said.
Miller, who serves as the chief offi-

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

cer of diversity for Diversity Programs,
said the plan’s eight objectives include
the retention, admission and graduation
rate of freshmen black students who are
Kentucky residents, as well as the number of hired black faculty members.
“The goal is to build on the numbers from the previous year,” Miller
said.
Now, Western officials are continuing their nationwide recruitment
effort to help find qualified black faculty members.
Monica Burke, counseling and
student affairs assistant professor and
Diversity Enhancement Committee
member, said Western met six of the
eight objectives for the 2008-2009
academic school year, which is a decrease from the 2007-2008 academic

year, when the school met all eight
ght
objectives.
ms
“We consistently have problems
twith the retention rates of firstyear Kentucky resident studentss
and their graduation rates,” Burkee
said.
She said Western is also working diligently to hire more minority faculty members. As of
August, blacks made up about 8
percent of Western’s faculty and
staff.
The plan doesn’t require
that a specific number of black
faculty be hired, Miller said.
Western just has to show
progress.
SEE DIVERSITY, PAGE 3A

Source:
Diversity
Enhancement
Committee
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CRIME REPORTS
Reports
■ Ni’Kimbra L. Scott, Zacharias Hall,
reported on Nov. 1 a stolen debit and
Western ID cards. The value of the
theft is $412.

Arrests
■ A juvenile female was arrested
and charged with driving under the
inﬂuence on Nov. 1. She had 11 people
inside her car and two in the trunk.
■ Aaron Murphy, Oakland, was
arrested on Oct. 30 and charged
with driving under the inﬂuence and
underage drinking. He was released
the next day on time served.
■ Donvalette L. Richardson, Louisville, was arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct of the second
degree on Oct. 30. Upon arrest,
it was found that he had three
Jefferson County warrants for his
arrest. He was released from Warren County Jail to Jefferson County
authorities.
■ Taylor Gilkey, Pearce-Ford Tower,
was arrested on Oct. 29 and charged
with DUI and marijuana possession.
He was released the same day on a
court order.

a
thousand
words

Fill in the grid so that every column and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1-9 with no repeats. Solutions, tips
and computer program at www.sudoku.com.

For additional
content and
multimedia visit
us at the new

Martha Schrimsher, 68, still
rakes her own leaves outside the
home she rents, despite being a
great-grandmother.
“I’ll keep going ‘til the Lord
takes me,” Schrimsher said.
Though the yard work wears
her out, Schrimsher said she does
a little bit each day and is able to
get by.
“I’ve got to keep working,”
she said. “I’ll lay down when
I’m dead.”
Schrimsher is hoping to move
with her son to subsidized housing on State Street.
“I’ll never live to see it paid for,”
Schrimsher said. “But I think of
my son. It would be nice for him.”
Her current rental on Payne
Street has a large yard that's too

By EMILY FOX

much for her to keep up with.
“This place costs a fortune,”
she said. “By now I probably
could have bought it, but I didn’t
want to be tied down.”
Schrimsher said she never
thought of buying a home until
recently.
“I’ve always been running,
running,” she said. “I went
through a divorce. I was just
running. But now we are tired of
moving. I want this for my son.”
Schrimsher said she hopes
that assistance will help her
with a down payment of about
$28,000.
"A Thousand Words" is a weekly photo
essay that tells untold stories on the edges
of campus.

LARGE
1 TOPPING
$4.99
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RAISE
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

At the start of the
meeting,
Chairman
Jim Meyer suggested
postponing any more
discussion of Selig’s raise
until the board’s January
meeting.
That would give regents
time to address concerns
that faculty, students and
staff have, Meyer said at
the meeting.
The board approved
Meyer’s suggestion.
Kahler’s raise was

included in a list of more
than 200 other personnel
actions.
Minter asked the board
to treat Kahler’s raise as a
separate item from the rest
of the list so regents could
address specific issues she
and others had with it.
The board went into a
nearly hour-long closed
session to discuss Kahler’s
raise and decided to bring
up the issue again at the
January meeting.
Minter
said
she
applauded the decision to
postpone discussion of the
raises because it showed
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the board’s willingness
to hear faculty, staff and
student viewpoints.
Student Regent Kevin
Smiley also said he thinks
the regents made a good
decision.
Many students are
concerned about the
raises, he said.
Smiley said he can’t
predict what will happen
between now and January,
but he thinks there will be
ongoing discussions about
the raises between now
and then.
“We’ll see how those
go,” he said.

Artist rendering of the International Student and Visting Scholars Village

Western prepares
to host visitors
By LAUREL WILSON
news@chherald.com

Western added the final
pieces to its collection of
Colonial Courts properties Friday.
The Board of Regents
approved the purchase of
three apartment buildings
in Colonial Courts, which
has served as a student
community.
Western has been buying properties located on
Normal Drive across from
Southwest Hall for two
years.
The buildings will become part of a village
for visiting scholars and
international
students,
which university officials
hope will be completed by
Spring 2011, Provost Barbara Burch said.
Since 2000, the number of visiting scholars
has increased from 10 to
more than 50 per year,
she said.
Burch said that, though
Western officials would
like to have more visiting
scholars, they aren’t using the housing to attract
more of them. Officials

are trying to accommodate
scholars already coming to
Western, she said.
When Western faculty
go abroad, they’re always
treated well, and it’s important to reciprocate when
faculty visits Western, she
said.
Visiting faculty can
stay anywhere from a few
days to an entire semester
or year, she said.
Currently, there aren’t
enough accommodations
close to campus for all of
Western’s visiting scholars, Burch said.
Many houses used for
that purpose were torn
down to make room for
the new College of Education building and the
Adams-Whitaker Student
Publications Center, she
said.
There are now only a
few houses where visiting
faculty can stay, Burch
said. The rest have to stay
in hotels.
Kevin Smiley, Student
Government Association
president and student regent, said he voted against
purchasing the apartments
for several reasons.

He said he doesn’t think
money from the Division
of Extended Learning and
Outreach should be used
to purchase housing for
visiting faculty.
That money should go
directly back to Kentucky,
he said.
Smiley also said other
locations should have
been considered for the
village so that a student
community wouldn’t be
destroyed.
“It’s got a cool kind
of reputation that will no
longer exist,” he said.
The village Western
is creating in Colonial
Courts will consist of visiting-scholar residences
and an Office of International Programs that will
house the offices for Study
Abroad and International
Student Services, both of
which have programs that
are growing, said James
Flynn, interim chief international officer.
Creating a village for
visiting scholars and international students will
show a commitment to
international programs, he
said.

be hired, the university’s hiring process
hasn’t changed.
As an incentive to academic
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
departments for the first year only,
“It’s not only important to hire the Office of Diversity Programs has
minorities but provide the resources they budgeted about $120,000 to pay for half
need for professional development,” he of the salary and benefits for the new
hires, Miller said.
said.
Burke said the CPE, Committee
He said a hiring plan
on Equal Opportunities and public
targeting
qualified
blacks
institutions are collaborating on a
was approved in August by
statewide diversity workgroup.
President Gary Ransdell, the
She said the workgroup is
Council of Academic Deans
establishing goals and will finish
and the Diversity Enhancement
drafting a diversity plan by the
Committee.
summer 2010 to expand the
Miller said the goal is to
definition of diversity beyond
hire a minimum of six qualified
blacks.
black faculty over the next two
MILLER
“My hope is that we’ll establish
years.
Equal Opportunity Director Huda an ongoing plan to hire a broader
Melky said that, even though the diversity definition of minority faculty in addition
plan is mandating that more minorities to African-Americans,” Miller said.

DIVERSITY

■ NEWS BRIEF
New Board of
Regents member
approved
The Board of Regents
approved Glasgow pediatrician Melissa Dennison
as a replacement for former Regent Judi Hughes
on Friday, according to
an e-mail from Western’s
News and Events.
Hughes resigned earlier this year.
Chair Jim Meyer

Board of Pediatswore in Dennirics, according to
son at the board’s
the e-mail. She’s
quarterly meetbeen with Glasgow
ing Friday.
Pediatrics AssociDennison is
ates since 1997.
a 1980 Western
President Gary
graduate, accordRansdell said at the
ing to the e-mail.
board’s meeting
She’s
married
DENNISON
that Dennison has
and has three
remained involved with
children.
She attended the Uni- Western and will be a good
versity of Louisville’s addition to the board.
School of Medicine and is
certified by the American
—Michelle Day
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STAFF EDITORIAL

POLL
What are your plans for
homecoming?

ROY
PHILLIPS
Bowling Green
senior

“For homecoming, I will be
going to the game to support my Hilltoppers.”

JUSTIN
THORNSBERRY
Taylorsville
sophomore

“I’ll be celebrating by having
some cold drinks with my
friends.”

TARA HILL
Bowling Green
senior

It's not rocket science

“I will be studying away for
the GRE. No football for me.”

Western can help restore America's reputation in math and science
THE ISSUE: During his visit to Western
last week, astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson explained that the United States is falling behind the rest of the world in scientific
advancement.
OUR VIEW: Western officials must continue to pursue the grants necessary to fund
scientific research if they hope to elevate the
university’s national profile.
The last time America was the world leader in scientific research, Lyndon B. Johnson
was president and the county was slugging it
out with Soviet Union in the space race.
Since then, the science and math literacy
rates of American students have plummeted.
A 2003 study by the National Center for
Education Statistics showing that U.S. high
school performance ranked behind every
European and Asian country clearly illustrates the declining emphasis on math and
science.

Although Western can’t control what’s
being taught at the high-school level, it can
contribute to solving the crisis Tyson highlighted in his presentation.
President Gary Ransdell has said before
that he wants Western to become one of the
top applied research schools in the nation.
The university’s pursuit of stimulus money and other science grants is a great start
toward reaching that goal.
According to a document provided by
Richard Bowker, vice president for research
and dean of Graduate Studies, Western has
filled out proposals requesting about $14.4
million in grant requests.
Part of the credit for Western’s newfound
tenacity lies with Bowker, who’s urged the
faculty and staff to be aggressive in pursuing
grant money.
Western has already been awarded nearly
$900,000 for a program that will seek to
increase the number of qualified math and
science teachers, but there’s still work to be

done before Western catches up to in-state
research leaders such as the University of
Kentucky and University of Louisville.
Aiding in that effort is a new science campus that includes the Center for Engineering
and Biological Sciences and the remodeled
Snell Hall.
With the resources now available, it’s time
Western takes the next step with its research.
As a feeder school for their science-related
graduate programs, UK and U of L shouldn’t
underestimate the link between Western’s
success and their continued reputation.
But if faculty and staff members continue
to follow Bowker’s lead, the in-state competition has reason to fear.
Furthermore, the U.S. will have reason to
celebrate when universities such as Western
make the nation scientifically respectable for
the first time since man landed on the moon.
This editorial represents the majority opinion
of the Herald’s 11-member editorial board.

LEE
CAMPBELL
Paducah
junior

“I’ve got some friends
coming, and we might be
going to the game.”

hot
TOPIC
Be sure to check the
Herald's Facebook fan
page for new topics of
discussion each week.
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SUBMISSIONS
The Herald encourages
readers to write letters
and commentaries on
topics of public interest.
Here are a few guidelines:
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Opinion 270.745.4874
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1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries should be about 500
words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don't submit plagiarized
work.

3. For veriﬁcation, letters
and commentaries MUST
include your name, phone
number, home town and
classiﬁcation or title.
4. Letters may not run in
every edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for
style, grammar, length and
clarity. The Herald does NOT
print libelous submissions.
6. Letters and commentaries
must be received by 7 p.m.
on Wednesday and Sunday.
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Oh, the horror

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

Actors perform at the Capitol Arts Center as “The Rocky Horror Picture Show” plays behind them. Western’s Campus Activities Board sponsored the
live show on Halloween night. For more on this event, see wkuherald.com.

Study abroad, simpliﬁed
By MARY BARCZAK
diversions@chherald.com

Western officials are taking a
new approach to spread the word
about study abroad.
Study abroad officials announced last week that Western
will have weekly information sessions starting Wednesday for those
interested in studying abroad.
The sessions will cover topics
including credit transfer, financial
aid and available scholarships,
according to a Western press release.

Jerry Barnaby, interim director of Study Abroad and Global
Learning, said students often ask
the same general questions about
going abroad. He said the sessions will hopefully help address
that issue.
“This will be a more efficient
process for students and our department,” he said.
Melinda Farmer, study abroad
adviser, said it was her idea to
start offering the sessions.
She said she thought the sessions could reach more students
at once.
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Farmer said attending a session is the first step a student
should take when looking to study
abroad.
She said that after attending a
session a student should schedule
an individual meeting with an adviser in the study abroad office.
She said she hopes the sessions
will also help disprove some study
abroad myths.
“Some students think that they
cannot study abroad because you
have to be wealthy or that you
have to be a language major, and
that’s not true,” Farmer said. “We

want to make sure that everyone
has the correct information.”
She said she doesn’t think
Western will make study abroad
mandatory for students.
James Flynn, interim chief international officer, said he thinks
these sessions will be a great opportunity for students to talk to
someone one-on-one about available opportunities.
“There’s nothing that makes
you more aware of the global
interconnectedness in our world
than traveling abroad or studying
abroad,” he said.

wkuherald.com

Health Services also had
300 doses of the vaccine in
nasal spray form for patients
not in the high risk group.
Healthy people between 2
and 49 years old fall into
that category, according to
the Web site.
To organize the process
Monday morning, each
patient was given a number
and a questionnaire which
determined whether they
were eligible for the
injectable or nasal vaccine,
Sutter said.
They were then called
back in groups of five or
10 and separated again into
four rooms to receive the
vaccine individually.
Irvington junior Gibby
Jones was among the early
crowd.
“It’s so contagious,
and it’s such a big issue,”
she said. “I thought I had
it because someone came
into my house who was
confirmed with the flu.”
The limited supply and
rarity of the vaccine made
Jones come early in the
morning so she wouldn’t
miss out, she said.
Children are among
the most at risk for swine
flu, according to Health
Services’ Web site.
Monica Burke, an
assistant
counseling
and
student
affairs
professor, took her sons
to get vaccinated Monday
morning.
“I’ve just heard about
the number of children
(getting sick), and I want to
be proactive,” she said.
Burke came to Health
Services because she said
the pediatrician she takes
her children to in Bowling
Green ran out of the vaccine
a couple weeks ago.
Leitchfield
senior
Derrick Dennison, said his
mother, who’s a nurse, has
been pressuring him to get
the vaccine.
“It’s pretty serious
across the world, and I’d
rather be safe than sorry,”
he said.
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Western beneﬁts from national scholarships
By COLLEEN STEWART
news@chherald.com

Rick Deem spends 12 hours
a week teaching in Gieben, Germany where he’s on a Fulbright
scholarship.
Deem, a Western graduate
from Fort Knox, is one of two
Western students to receive a
Fulbright in 2009 and represents
an increase in the number of students applying for and receiving
national scholarships, said Amy
Eckhardt, director of the Office
for Scholar Development.
A Fulbright provides students
opportunities to study, teach and
conduct research in a different
country.
It’s just one of the many na-

tional scholarships Western
students are winning, Eckhardt
said. Other national scholarships
Western students claimed in the
past year include the Benjamin
A. Gilman International Scholarship, the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship, the Department
of Defense Science, Math and
Research for Transformation
(SMART) Scholarship and the
Morris K. Udall Scholarship.
“We try to bridge the gap
between being a student and an
independent scholar in order to
prepare students for life after
college,” Eckhardt said. “Awareness and support are key.”
She attributes some of the increase in national scholarships
to the Office of Scholar Devel-

opment, which strives to help
students pursue their studies in
the real world.
Deem went to Eckhardt last
September for guidance on his
Fulbright application.
“The application process was
one of the most stressful I’ve
been through,” Deem said. “I
was literally writing every night,
coming in the next day and then
going back home to start all over
again.
“It was agonizing, but a great
learning experience in itself.”
Most national scholarship
deadlines are in early fall, Eckhardt said.
The Office of Scholar Development hosts workshops early
in the semester and encourages

students to make appointments
to work on their applications.
“Most students go through 10
to 20 drafts,” she said.
During the application process, it’s important to have a
mentor, said Laura McGee, interim head of the modern languages department.
McGee, who teaches German
at Western, was Deem’s mentor
throughout the application process.
“Students need to start building professional relationships
with their teachers early on; have
conversations with them during
office hours and express interest
in the subject,” she said.
Deem said the faculty and
mentors at Western helped pre-

Artist aims to redeﬁne beauty
By KAYLEE ACRES
diversions@chherald.com

Torsos of all shapes
and sizes will be on display in Mass Media and
Technology Hall this
week.
Visiting artist Larry
Kirkwood will bring 20
casts of male and female
bodies as a part of his
Body Image Project.
The project began
in 1993 and has been
shown throughout the
country, Kirkwood said.
The event was initiated by the women’s
studies program.
Kirkwood has made
casts of hundreds of
people from different
walks of life. He said
he started the project to
contradict what’s shown
in the media.
“People must understand that beauty is
not a contest,” Kirkwood said. “One can see

beauty in all shapes and
sizes if they know how
to look.”
The casts will be in
Mass Media Auditorium
lobby Nov. 2 to 4. Kirkwood said he will give
a presentation about his
project and the way the
body is portrayed in the
media in the auditorium
at 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 3.
Dawn Hall, women’s
studies interim director,
said she chose to bring
Kirkwood to campus to
follow the program’s
theme of body image
perception.
“I think awareness of
how we see our bodies
and how we see others
is so interwoven,” Hall
said. “We tend to be
judgmental, even if we
don’t know we’re doing
it, and that tends to eat
away after a while.”
In conjunction with
the Body Image Project,
women’s studies is host-

member, is having his
senior graphic design
class submit posters for
the contest.
One can see
“If one of my students
can be a winner or
beauty in all
not, I believe that this
shapes and
process itself is meaningful regarding graphic
sizes if they
designers’ social participation to reveal their
know how to
own views toward this
look."
social issue,” Han said.
Hall said three contest
winners will be
—LARRY KIRKWOOD
Artist given the opportunity to
compete at the national
level for $600. They
will also have dinner
ing a Love Your Body with Kirkwood before
poster contest, Hall said. the presentation.
Hall said the event is
All entries were submitted by last Tuesday for important, especially for
the contest and will be college students who are
on display alongside the forming their identities.
“The more we can
body casts. Entries are
talk
about body image
due today at 4 p.m at the
and
the
media’s effect
Women’s Studies Center
on our self-worth, the
at 1532 State St.
Hai Ri Han, adjunct better, I think, we are,”
graphic design faculty she said.

visit us online at

www.wkuherald.com

pare him for the application and
the experience abroad.
“Not only have I learned so
much from their instruction, but
I’ve also learned a great deal
about how traveling, grants and
life after college happen.”
Deem, who majored in German and French, said he believes
Western should focus more on
language programs to become
more internationally focused
and eligible for scholarships.
Eckhardt said that, contrary
to the misconception, it’s not
just Honors students winning
these scholarships.
“Students across the university need to know that they can win
these,” she said. “The only ones
who win are those who apply.”

FINWOOD
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

The program has improved exponentially since
Finwood’s first season in
2006, when Western finished
22-30 and 5-18 in the Sun
Belt Conference.
The next season, they set
a conference record for improvement in consecutive
seasons with a 15-15 record
in the Sun Belt. In 2008, the
Toppers won the conference
tournament and advanced to
the NCAA tournament for
the third time in school history.
And last season, they
compiled the program’s first
40-win season in 21 years,
took the Sun Belt Conference regular-season title and
received Western’s first atlarge NCAA tournament bid.
The Toppers ended the season ranked No. 23 in the Collegiate Baseball Top 30 poll,
their first national ranking
since 2001, and had a record
six players taken in the Major League Baseball draft.
But despite all that, the
2010 season could be the real
indicator of just how far the
program has come in Finwood’s tenure.
The Toppers lost seven offensive players from last season’s squad, either due to the

TOURNEY
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“That’s an unfortunate
injury for us, because she’s
a big part of that defense,”
he said.
Despite the unexpected
loss, Meinke said the team
remains confident going into
Wednesday’s matches.
“I think we have more
momentum going into the
postseason than last season,”
she said.
The
Lady Toppers
lost to Denver 2-0 in the
championship match of last
season’s tournament.
Meinke said the team’s

draft or exhausted eligibility.
Those players accounted for
at least half of Western’s offense last season, contributing 54 percent of the team’s
runs, 51 percent of the hits,
50 percent of the runs batted
in and a whopping 73 percent
of the home runs.
The Toppers will play
their first organized games
without that production this
weekend by competing in
their annual Fall World Series, three intrasquad scrimmages Nov. 5 through 7 that
conclude the fall practice
season.
The 2010 squad will be
expected to maintain the success the Toppers achieved in
the past two seasons without
the overwhelming offense
that became a staple behind
players like departed allAmericans Chad Cregar and
Wade Gaynor.
“This year’s team will be
interesting because we did
lose a lot of experience on the
field, but we also have a lot
of kids back that did play last
year,” Finwood said. “We’ll
be a little bit different ball
club. We’ve got more team
speed. We’re not going to hit
as many home runs, so we’ll
be probably more the way I
usually like to play anyway,
trying to run and put pressure
on pitchers. The home runs
will come when they come.”
confidence is a result of
advancing so far a year ago.
“Experience is going to
be key,” she said. “We know
what it’s like to get that far,
so it makes us a little more
prepared. We’ve been there,
and now we expect to clinch
the tournament title.”
Neidell said his team still
has a few things to work on
before the tournament.
“I’d like to see us improve
our defensive organization,
both our back four and our
organization between our
back four and our midfield,”
he said. “Hopefully we just
improve our communication
and organization back there
and sure things up.”
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SHOES

Hudson perfect
against two rivals

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

By MIKE STUNSON
news@chherald.com

It’s rare for a veteran
coach to be undefeated
against a conference foe.
But Head Coach Travis Hudson is a combined
30-0 against Sun Belt
Conference
opponents
South Alabama and Troy
in his 15 years coaching
at Western.
“I think it has a lot
to do with having great
players and better talent,”
Hudson said.
Western (21-7, 10-3
Sun Belt) defeated South
Alabama (25-16, 25-11,
25-12) on Saturday and
Troy (25-15, 25-12, 2513) on Friday.
The Lady Toppers
have only dropped one
set total against the teams
during senior middle hitter Brittany Bowen’s time
at Western.
“It just shows we get
mentally prepared when
we play them,” Bowen
said.
The Lady Toppers have
consistently taken care of
the teams in the bottom
of the conference. Troy
ranks fourth in the Sun
Belt’s East Division with
a 6-8 conference record,
while South Alabama is in
last place at 2-12.
“It couldn’t be more
important to get wins over
these teams,” Bowen said.
“We can’t drop these because it will just mess up
what we have already accomplished.”

TRAVIS
HUDSON
Head coach

Those are the games
that will matter the
most, because those
might determine tournament seeding for us."

The Lady Toppers play
the teams in their last two
games of the season, facing Troy on Nov. 13 and
South Alabama on Nov.
14.
“Those are the games
that will matter the most,
because those might determine tournament seeding for us,” Hudson said.
Freshman libero Sarah
Rogers said the Lady Toppers know their team is
better than the teams in
the bottom of the conference, but it’s their job to
prove it.
Western
has
not
dropped a set in four of
its last five matches, and
Hudson said the team is
right where he hoped it
would be near the end of
the season.
“I definitely feel like
we are putting things together,” he said. “As a
coach, you just love to see
the 3-0 matches.”
Rogers said the shutout
matches bring the team’s
morale up.
“It makes it so much
easier on us and Coach

whenever we get the job
done in three sets,” she
said.
Hudson said his team’s
improved play is in large
part because of the increased playing time of the
young players on the team.
“We are more relaxed,
and that comes with experience,” Hudson said.
“When you aren’t coming
from behind in games, it
takes a big load off.”
Bowen said the team’s
success allows them to
“have a lot of fun” during
matches, which has been
a factor in improving their
results as well.
“We play better when
we are having fun and being relaxed,” Bowen said.
The Lady Toppers are
third overall in the conference, two games behind
second-place Middle Tennessee State, with four
matches left in the season.
“Seeding is important,
but I am confident in our
team no matter what our
seed for the tournament
is,” Hudson said.

Classes for the Spring 2010 term are:

08857 RE 170C, Essentials of Real Estate, T 5:30 to 8:15 P.M. Duncan
28943 RE 170C, Essentials of Real Estate, W 5:30 to 8:15 P.M. Morgan
19946 RE 273C, Real Estate Law, M 5:30 to 8:15 P.M. Duncan
28942 RE 278C, Property Management R, 5:30 to 8:15 P.M. Duncan

Hayden’s love of shoes
has spilled into every facet
of his life. On the football
field, the running back said
he’s always pushing for a
new pair of cleats. Off it,
he said there’s nothing
better than the first walk in
a fresh pair of Nikes.
But Hayden hasn’t
found many people who
understand his devotion,
and his friends joke that the
compassion for footwear
sometimes goes too far.
“I came in the house one
day, and he was literally
cleaning the bottom of his
shoe with a toothbrush,”
senior running back Marell
Booker said. “That makes
absolutely no sense to
me.”
Booker added that he
still doesn’t understand
why his roommate of more
than two years feels the
need to store his shoes in
plastic bags rather than

TITLES
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

“Before the first mile, I
looked back and saw only
MTSU runners behind
me,” Jesang said. “But
when I finished, I looked
back again and saw one
of our girls, and I thought,
‘Oh yes, we are going to
win today!’”
Jesang covered the
flooded Selman Field
course in Monroe, La. in
19 minutes, 9 seconds,
and junior Marion Kandie
finished second in 19:29.
Senior Eimear O’Brien,
sophomore Michelle Finn
and senior Ana Carenina
also finished in the top 25
to secure the victory.
O’Brien, who has
run with Jesang for the
past three years, said her
teammate is an inspiration
and a major reason for the

boxes in an attempt to
keep the footwear “fresh.”
Hayden could only shrug.
Bullard, who said he
personally owns two pairs
of shoes, said Hayden’s
taste in shoes often carries
over to the rest of his
wardrobe.
“He tried to put on some
pink Nike-type shoes with
a lime green shirt and some
blue jeans, and I said, ‘Man,
you’ve gotta slow down
with that,’” Bullard said.
But slowing down is
the last thing on Hayden’s
mind.
The running back has
played in every game
but one since arriving at
Western in 2006.
Hayden rushed for a
season-high 84 yards in
Saturday's 69-48 loss to
North Texas, including a
50-yard touchdown in the
first quarter that gave the
Toppers their first lead of
the game.
The performance placed
Hayden, who has contributed
161 yards on 32 carries this
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I came in the
house one day,
and he was literally cleaning
the bottom of
his shoe with a
toothbrush."
—MARELL BOOKER
Senior running back

season, only two yards away
from 2,000 in his career.
And traveling for better
shoes and better prices
has never been out of the
question for Hayden, even
as a busy student-athlete.
“I like to go to secret
spots,” Hayden said. “I
travel to get shoes — to
outlets in Ohio, Tennessee,
Virginia, Indiana — just
trying to see if I can catch
anything good.”

team’s success.
the Year after Saturday’s
“When you’re in races race, said she doesn’t
with over 200 girls from even want to think about
the biggest colleges in the competing without Jesang
United States and you hear next season.
the commentator calling
“Everyone looks up to
her name right up there her, including me,” Scott
with the best, it pushes us said. “People are just in
to work harder knowing awe of her. She is almost
she’s working hard up like a goddess.”
front,”
O'Brien
In the men’s
said.
race,
Western
Although
tied Troy for fifth
Jesang
is
a
place with 161
three-time
Allpoints.
Senior
A m e r i c a n ,
Patrick Cheptoek
Carinena
said
finished in 26:57
success has not
and placed third
affected her modest
individually, but
JESANG
personality.
no other Topper
“When you are
finished higher than
running with her, you 30th.
don’t feel like you are with
The teams will compete
such a high-caliber athlete in the NCAA Southeast
because she is so down to Regional in Louisville
earth,” Carinena said.
on Nov. 14, then travel to
Assistant Head Coach Terre Haute, Ind. for the
Michelle Scott, who was NCAA championships on
named Sun Belt Coach of Nov. 23.

WKUHERALD.COM
chhtoppertalk.wordpress.com
Coverage of the Sun Belt Conference
women's soccer tournament, starting
Wednesday in Boca Raton, Fla.
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Finwood's
greatest
challenge

ARIANA MCLAUGHLIN/HERALD

Senior running back Tyrell Hayden has more than 50 pairs of tennis shoes at his apartment in Bowling Green and even more at his home in
Lexington. “I collect mainly Nike, but I have a few others,” Hayden said. Each pair is stored inside a plastic bag inside the box in which it was
purchased.

Fit to be tied
Running back collects shoes, nears rushing milestone
By JONATHAN LINTER
sports@chherald.com

Senior running back Tyrell
Hayden reached an important milestone this season — not in yards
gained but shoes compiled.
Now more than 50 pairs deep,
Hayden’s shoe collection has become part of a lifestyle adopted
from the running back’s mother.
Thankful for the hobby, Hayden
said he always tries to give back.
“I’ve always loved shoes, but I
get it from my mom,” he said. “She
loves shoes. If there’s a present
I give, it’s always a gift card to a
shoe store.”

Hayden said he tries to never
throw away any shoes from his collection, comprised mostly of size
10 Nike Air Max 95s. The footwear
he doesn’t want usually ends up on
the feet of his younger brother.
Junior linebacker Chris Bullard
said Hayden could stand to give away
a few more pairs.
“He has the worst shoe collection,” Bullard said. “He has pink
shoes, green shoes, lime green,
ugly — I’m talking about they are
ugly. Tyrell is an ugly dude, so to
him they’re pretty. We try to tell
him, but he just doesn’t listen.”

I’ve always
loved shoes,
but I get it
from my mom.
She loves
shoes."

SEE SHOES, PAGE 7A

—TYRELL HAYDEN
Senior running back

For more coverage from Saturday's
68-49 loss to North Texas

WKUHERALD.COM

No matter how successful Western’s
baseball program has been in recent years,
Head Coach Chris Finwood is just happy
people know where to find the team.
“When I got here, I used to joke all
the time, ‘I don’t
think anybody in
Bowling Green
knows where our
field is,’ and now
they do,” he said.
“Our marketing
staff is doing a
great job of helping us promote,
the
ballpark’s
conducive
to SARAH HYMAN
enjoying a ball Title IX
game and we’ve sports@chherald.com
put a good product on the field.”
But with all due respect to the marketing staff and Denes Field, the Toppers’
on-field success has been the real story of
the past four seasons.
SEE FINWOOD, PAGE 6A

CROSS COUNTRY

Jesang,
Lady Tops
win Sun
Belt titles
By EMILY PATTON
sports@chherald.com

Senior Janet Jesang had just won her
second straight individual title at the Sun
Belt Conference Championships, but you
wouldn’t have known it from talking to
her.
Jesang would only praise her teammates
after the race.
“I could not have run without the rest of
my teammates,” Jesang said. “We run as
a team. We depend on each other. Without
one of us, there is no way we could win.”
The Lady Toppers won their fourth
straight conference championship with a
score of 53, defeating second-place Middle
Tennessee State by 12 points.
SEE TITLES, PAGE 7A

SOCCER

Lady Tops practicing
'down and dirty' play
By COLE CLAYBOURN
sports@chherald.com

We really want
to get after it
and be tough
as nails and
hard-working
and have that
quality that
makes the
difference between good
and great."
—JASON NEIDELL
Head coach

Though the No. 3-seed Lady Toppers could be considered one of the
elite teams at this week’s Sun Belt
Conference tournament, Head Coach
Jason Neidell said he hopes they
adopt a “blue-collar” mentality in
their matches.
“There’s so little that separates the
talent of the teams in our league that
you need something intangible to carry
your team over the top,” he said. “We
really want to get after it and be tough
as nails and hard-working and have
that quality that makes the difference
between good and great.”
Sophomore forward Mallory Outerbridge said the key will be “getting
down and dirty and figuring out the
details.”
The Lady Toppers (14-4-1, 9-2 Sun
Belt) enter the conference tournament
seeded behind Florida International at

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

No. 1 and Denver at No. 2.
The Lady Toppers play No. 6-seed
Arkansas State at 6 p.m. on Wednesday in their first match of the tournament, held in Boca Raton, Fla.
The winner of that match will play
either Denver or Troy, who face off
at 3 p.m.
The Lady Toppers have never won
the Sun Belt Conference tournament
and have yet to reach the NCAA tournament, and Meinke said the team’s
goal is to change that this season.
“We just need to win it,” she said.
“We’re just going to play as hard as
we can in order to do that.”
But Neidell said it’s going to be
difficult to win three games in four
days, especially with the loss of senior defender Katie Walker.
Walker broke her ankle in practice
last Wednesday and will be inactive
the rest of the season.
SEE TOURNEY, PAGE 6A

ALEX SLITZ/HERALD

Senior midﬁelder Katie Walker drives the ball downﬁeld during the
Lady Toppers' 1-0 loss to Florida International on Sept. 27. Walker,
one of three seniors on Western's defense, suffered a seasonending injury last week.
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Georgetown senior Sarah Wilson gets ready to run the Medical Center 10k Classic Saturday morning.

Movie inspires students to run 10K
By EMILY PATTON
news@chherald.com

Georgetown senior Sarah Wilson did things a
little differently compared to others preparing for
the annual Medical Center 10K Classic on Saturday morning.
While other runners set stopwatches and adjusted their running gear, Wilson adjusted her tail.
Her whiskers, furry ears and long, striped tail
stood out among the hundreds of competitors
waiting for the start of the race on the edge of
Western’s campus.
“I never really liked running, but here, at races
like this, I just love the atmosphere,” Wilson said.
“It’s so much fun to me.”
The race, which is sponsored by The Medical
Center, circled Western’s campus and ended in

front of Houchens-Smith Stadium.
Wilson chose to dress up like a cat while running the race to celebrate Halloween. But her costume decision was not the only thing that set her
apart from others.
Wilson and her boyfriend, Georgetown resident Chris Johnson, were watching a movie one
night and came to the spontaneous decision that
they wanted to run a half-marathon.
“It was really just a random idea off the movie
‘Run Fat Boy Run,’ when the actor decided to run
a marathon,” Johnson said. “We just up and said,
‘Let’s train and run one.’”
Wilson said playing basketball and running
sprints in high school made up the majority of her
running background.

It was really just
a random idea off
the movie 'Run
Fat Boy Run,'
when the actor
decided to run a
marathon."
—CHRIS JOHNSON

SEE MOVIE, PAGE 2B

Georgetown resident

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

Orr leads despite season-ending injury
By RACHEL MCKEE
diversions@chherald.com

Senior outside hitter
Aquila Orr started this
season as a key volleyball
player.
In the Sept. 5 match
against Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis she played like
she always did — hard.
But when she jumped
to hit the ball, she landed
and twisted her knee. She
said she felt something
pop. The doctor said it was
a strain.
Orr, from Forest, Ind.,
decided to fight through the
pain. On the next jump, she
tore her anterior cruciate
ligament and both menisci
in her right knee, requiring
surgery and a long healing

process and forcing her to is a go-to player,” Hudson
sit out for the season.
said. “That was a role she
“It’s definitely not how was prepared to fill.”
you picture your senior
Orr motivates the team
season,” Orr said. “The from the sidelines, and she
hardest part for me was said they come to her for
having no idea it was go- advice and encouragement.
ing to be a career-ender.”
“The hardest thing
Head Coach Travis about being injured is
Hudson said they sat in his feeling like you can’t say
office and cried for 15 min- anything,” Orr said. “But
utes. He said Orr was dev- a lot of the players I have
astated, but because she’s played with before, and
mature, she's equipped to they value if I have somehandle it as any profes- thing to say.”
sional athlete would.
Junior defensive spe“To know her career and cialist Kelly Potts, Orr’s
the amount of work she put best friend and roommate,
into it, it just breaks my said Orr is still a leader for
heart,” Hudson said.
their team.
Hudson said Orr’s injury
“We keep thinking ‘Do
impacts the team because it for Aquila,’” said Potts,
MANDY SIMPSON/HERALD
she proved herself through who’s from Louisville.
Senior outside hitter Aquila Orr ended her ﬁnal season early with an injury. She said she
her first three years.
doesn’t mind sitting on the sidelines cheering on her team, but she wishes she was in the
“The one thing we lack SEE ORR, PAGE 2B
game every minute.
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“I hadn’t been running
since
high
school,”
Wilson said. “Then, my
boyfriend was like, ‘Hey,
let’s run a half-marathon,’
out of nowhere. Then,
just slowly, I got started
training.”
Johnson said their
running started as a New
Year’s Resolution, but
it has since turned into
something bigger.
“It’s an addicting
habit,” he said. “You feel
bad if you don’t do it. We
feel like we need to.”
Wilson has run six
races this year, ranging
from 5K races to
10K races and a halfmarathon.
“When I first run a
race, I don’t really know
what time I am going
for, but at the end it gives
me something to work
towards,” she said.
Improving
during
every race is just a part of
the fun, Wilson said.
“It’s all just for fun,”
she said. “I improved
by five minutes in this
race over my last. I keep
improving in every race I

BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

Dressed as Michael Myers, from the movie “Halloween,” Bowling Green resident Trae Hill stretches before the start of the
Medical Center 10k Classic on Halloween morning.

have been in so far, and I
just want to keep going.”
According to the
official 10K results,
Wilson finished sixth in
her age group consisting
of 22 women aged 20 to
24. She finished with a
time of 50 minutes and
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13 seconds.
Louisville
freshman
Max Noonan, a fellow
competitor, said people
like Wilson are what make
competing in the race
enjoyable.
“When you look around
at this environment with

the people here, it’s such
a good atmosphere,” he
said.
Although the decision
to start running was
unplanned, Johnson and
Wilson said the experience
is something they wouldn’t
trade.

“It’s a great stress
reliever to just go out
and run,” Johnson said.
“Maybe the training isn’t
necessarily a lot of fun,
but that is what is great
about it. When race day
comes, all that hard work
pays off.”
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“We do it for her because
we know it kills her to sit on
the sidelines and we have
her initials on our shoes
to keep her in mind during
practice and games.”
But Orr’s senior year
has a bright side. In July,
she got engaged to former
Western basketball player
Orlando Mendez-Valdez.
He proposed dressed
as Big Red at one of her
practices. When Orr turned
away from him, he got out
the ring, and he was down
on one knee when she
turned back.
Mendez-Valdez
said
his family talked him into
proposing as Big Red.
Western has a lot to do with
their relationship.
“I was really nervous that
I would blow my cover,”
Mendez-Valdez said. “Not
to mention really hot and
sweaty in that costume.”
Mendez-Valdez said he
knew he wanted to marry
Orr after she flew to San
Antonio to meet his family.
He said he was happy to see
her enjoying herself with
his family and appreciating
his culture by attempting to
speak Spanish with them.
Orr and Mendez-Valdez
are planning their wedding
for June, and Potts will be
the maid of honor.
“I am excited to help her
plan the wedding and be
involved,” Potts said.
From
an
exciting
moment to a disappointing
injury, Orr said her senior
year has been a rollercoaster
of emotions.
“It was happy and then
sad,” Orr said. “That’s just
life, I guess.”
Regardless of what
happens to her, Orr has
her fiancé and friends for
support, and a coach with
high expectations for her
future.
“It’s disappointing, but
the best things in her life are
still to come,” Hudson said.
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Students follow
Twitter trend
By KATHERINE WADE
diversions@chherald.com

What are you doing?
Twitter asks its users daily to
answer that question in 140 characters or less.
Twitter was launched in August 2006, according to twitter.
com. It is both a way for people
to keep up with what friends are
doing as well as a popular tool
for journalists, politicians, celebrities and corporations.
Communication
professor
Carl Kell said Twitter is in the
same communication category
as cell phones and texting.
“It has virtues and vices,” he
said. “It can be a substitute for
self-development and communication development, and extensive substitution is not a good
thing.”
According to Nielsen Online, Twitter has nearly 14 mil-

lion members from the United
States, and 65 percent are 25 and
younger.
Kumi Ishii, an assistant communication professor, said sites
such as Twitter allow users to
easily engage in instant communication at multiple levels,
whether it’s to develop relationships, seek social support, gain
knowledge, or pass time.
“In addition to the personal
level … these sites are now used
by organizations for publicity,” she
said. “As the sites are free, organizations can reach their target audience instantly with less effort than
other communication channels.”
Organizations using Twitter
include newspapers, television
channels, magazines, churches
and sports leagues. The organization can be “followed” by
Western students who use Twitter to keep up with news, celebrities, and friends.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/HERALD

Students manage
money with coupons
By WHITLEY TOBIN

SO WHO DO YOU FOLLOW ?
“My sorority sisters and friends from
high school to stay in contact. Important politicians like Bill Clinton
and John Kerry.”
KAT JOHNS, Bowling Green sophomore

“John Mayer. he’s one of my favorite
artists and he tweets a lot about
random stuff.”
LIZ FLOORE, Louisville sophomore

“Rev Run because he has some
awesome quotes that he puts up.
Cosmo and InStyle because they put
up cute polls and fashion stuff.”
DANIELLE TOSTI, Boston sophomore

3b
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They could be described as
bargain hunting, penny pinching, thrifty, frugal or economically conscious.
But whatever they’re called,
coupon clippers on campus are
saving money.
“I buy a paper on Sundays
and clip the coupons that I
think I would need during the
week,” Louisville sophomore
Tony King said.
King said he knows people
who use coupons for things
they don’t need, which could
be costly. To avoid that, he
makes a list for the week and
searches for only those items in
the coupon sections.
Web sites also send coupons
to people who register with
forms that list things they normally buy at the grocery store.
“I get coupons from coupons.com,” Stearns junior Carl
Clark said. “I set it up to where

it’ll send me coupons over
things that I really use.”
Coupon clipping is a habit
embraced by some college students who now rely on their
own income.
“Since I started working and
spending my own money, I’m
more conscience of how much
I spend on things that I don’t
really need or things that could
be bought in bulk,” Nashville
freshman Courtland Williams
said.
Some restaurants and services around Bowling Green
offer student discounts, and
Clipper Magazine and Coupon
Mint are available around campus.
Money-savers from tanning
salons, bowling alleys and fastfood chains are often found in
dorm and student apartment
mailboxes. Some students take
advantage of being able to treat
themselves.
“Sometimes I’ll run across
a Red Lobster coupon and go

there,” Clark said. “You have
to keep track of what’s in the
bank and what you can afford.
Coupons help.”
Keeping up with scraps
of paper may be a challenge
for some, but Elizabethtown
sophomore Andrea Daniels is
serious about organizing and
managing her money.
“I have this little pink plastic wallet that I keep my coupons in,” Daniels said. “I know
where they all are, and I’m less
likely to leave one if they’re all
together.”
Some students are teased
playfully by their friends about
rarely buying anything without
coupons and holding up lines at
the grocery store as they search
for their stack of clippings. But
Williams, Daniels and Clark
agreed that they can deal with
being called a cheapskate if it
means saving a few dollars. After all, it adds up.
“Who can afford to waste
money?” Clark said.
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High school students overcome Rodeo nerves
By WHITNEY KOONTZ
news@chherald.com

Seth Powell closed his eyes and took
a deep breath. His face was scrunched in
concentration as he attempted to block out
the noises around him.
Powell, a senior at Grayson County
High School in Leitchfield, was a competitor in the saddle bronco riding contest
at the Bowling Green Invitational Rodeo
this weekend at Western’s Agricultural
Exposition Center.
“I get really nervous before I ride,” he
said, his eyes still closed. “It feels like I
don’t have control over anything. It’s exciting and terrifying all at the same time.”
Powell was among more than 200 high
school students from several states competing in rodeo events such as bull riding,
barrel racing, and steer wrestling, said
James Beckner, board member of the Kentucky High School Rodeo Association.
Powell stood up and approached a gate
where a large brown horse was struggling
against the bars.
“I love everything about rodeo except
the anticipation,” he said with a nervous
laugh. “I like to get out there and face my
fears. That’s what rodeo is all about, staring down the fear.”
The rodeo lasted two days. The first
leg of the competitions started at 7 p.m.
on Saturday, and the second leg picked up
at 2 p.m. on Sunday.
“We’ve got some great talent this
year,” Beckner said. “It’s just like a professional rodeo, but the riders are still in
high school.”
Beckner said he’s been working with
the Kentucky High School Rodeo Association for four years, and this year’s
competition has seen the biggest crowd at
about 1,000 attendees.
“I think people realize that these kids
are really special and dedicated to what
they do,” he said.
Morgan Travis, a sophomore from
Little Rock, Ark., said she’s been going to
rodeos since she was 5 years old.
“It’s a lot more entertaining than people
think it is,” she said. “It’s a classic man
versus beast battle.”
Beckner said the competition was a
lead up to the High School Rodeo Finals
in June.
“They practice and compete all year
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(Above) Clark Adcock of Smithville,
Tenn. warms up outside the Agriculture
Exposition Center before the start of the
team roping competition at the Bowling
Green Invitational Rodeo on Sunday.
(Right) Trent Rinard of Carlise, Ind.,
falls after getting
bucked off a bull during the rodeo.

long,” he said. “There’s never an off-season for rodeo, which can be really straining for kids in high school.”
Beckner said this year’s competition
would be the last one in Bowling Green
because the circuit’s contract with the Ag
Expo Center is expiring.
“We do look forward to coming back,”
he said. “This is a great town for all our
competitors coming from states like Tennessee and Indiana. It’s a very convenient
and central location for people who love
to watch rodeo.”

GIVE YOUR TASTE BUDS
A LESSON IN SPICY.

RED BURRITO is coming to campus.
Look for us inside Hardee’s. Stop in and
add a little zing to your class schedule.

2370 Russellville Road, Bowling Green

500

for
2
SIGNATURE RED BURRITO
$

plus tax

99
4
BEEF TACO

$

plus tax

SIX PACK

BEEF OR CHICKEN

Offer valid through 11/30/09 at participating restaurants.

Offer valid through 11/30/09 at participating restaurants.

Red Burrito items available after 10:30 a.m.. One coupon per customer per visit. Not valid with any other offer,
discount or combo. Please present coupon before ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value
1/100 of 1¢. Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Santa Barbara Restaurant Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Red Burrito items available after 10:30 a.m.. One coupon per customer per visit. Not valid with any other offer,
discount or combo. Please present coupon before ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value
1/100 of 1¢. Limit 2 discounts per coupon. ©2009 Santa Barbara Restaurant Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

©2009 Hardee’s Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. ©2009 Santa Barbara Restaurant Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

